PACKed with performance
Solutions for the logistics
and packaging industry

Engineering Passion
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Logistics / large packaging
Applications

Solutions for transport and large containers
Applications

Disposable crate

Reusable crate

Beverage crate

Stackable crate

Pallet box

Pallet

Trash container

Bucket
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PACKed with performance
Solutions for the logistics
and packaging industry
Benefit from our innovative machine system for
the logistics and packaging industry. KraussMaffei
has many years of expertise and offers production
concepts with outstanding quality and continuous
flexibility for all types of packaging.
The machines from the GX and MX series provide
a reliable foundation for your manufacturing
process. Together with you, we continue to work
on improving them.
The highlights of the logistics / large packaging
solutions at a glance:
– Short cycles with the fastest clamping and
locking movements
– Screw geometries for gentle plasticizing
at high throughputs
–S
 imple operation with the innovative MC6
control system
–C
 onsistently high quality component production
with adaptive process control (APC)
–C
 omplete systems from a single contract
partner

Applications
A wide variety of solutions
for your industry

Bucket

Disposable crate

Pallet

Reusable crate
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Trash container

Beverage crate

Pallet box

Stackable crate
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Logistics / large packaging
Facts and figures

Facts and figures
for GX and MX series machines
Clamping / injection matrix of the GX series
Machine /
clamping
force in to

Clearance
(h x v) mm

GX 400

920 x 830

GX 450

920 x 830

GX 451

1055 x 925

GX 500

1040 x 910

GX 550

1040 x 910

GX 551

1130 x 980

GX 600

1110 x 960

GX 650

1110 x 960

GX 651

1200 x 1020

GX 750

1180 x 1000

GX 900

1180 x 1000

Injection units (screw diameter in mm)
SP 1400
55

60

70

SP 2000
60

70

75

SP 3000
70

80

90

SP 4300
80

SP 6100

90 100 85

SP 8100

SP 12000

95 105 95 105 115 105 120 135

Clamping / injection matrix of the MX series
Machine /
clamping
force in to

Clearance
(h x v) mm

Injection units (screw diameter in mm)
SP 4300

SP 6100

SP 8100

SP 12000

SP 17200

SP 24500

SP 33000

SP 55000

SP 75000

SP 101000

80 90 100 85 95 105 95 105 115 105 120 135 120 135 150 135 150 165 160 175 195 185 205 220 215 230 245 215 230 245
MX 850

1140 x 1140

MX 1000

1420 x 1170

MX 1150

1580 x 1280

MX 1300

1570 x 1270

MX 1600

1870 x 1420

MX 2000

1870 x 1620

MX 2300

2020 x 1620

MX 2700

2120 x 1720

MX 3200

2270 x 1820

MX 4000

2325 x 2025

MX 5500

2500 x 2500
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The GX and MX series with
innovative MC6 control system
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Logistics / large packaging
Disposable and reusable crates

Solutions for disposable and reusable crates
More performance at lower manufacturing costs
The features of disposable and reusable crates are clearly defined. They are primarily used as a
substitute for cardboard, and have to be as light as possible and cheap to produce. Using affordable
materials, these applications are produced with strong ribbing for stability in impressively short
cycle times. KraussMaffei GX series machines provide the optimum foundation for this process.
The crates are produced at low cost using the shortest dry cycle times and excellent plasticizing
and injection units.
The collapsible, disposable crate –
minimized transport and storage height

Disposable crate and disposable folding crate –
such as for grape harvesting

Application features:
– Affordable raw materials by using
recycled blends
– Low weight; extremely thin-walled
applications
– Low transport costs and storage volume
thanks to lower stacking volume compared to rigid crates
– Maximum ribbing for good base stability
at a minimum weight
Machine technology requirements:
– High machine dynamics for maximized
output
– Excellent platen parallelism and precise
ejector movements for precise repli
cation of complex ribbing and for protection of molds

Reusable crates for the closed transport circuit
of bread and similar goods

Clamping force – quick and energy-
efficient with the “BluePower” optimized
clamping block
The clamping force is built up through
four pressure pads behind the permanent
mold fixing platen. The refined running
surfaces and seals in the pressure pads
are specially designed for high permanent
operation as a result of their material
pairing. One of the impressive features of
the new energy-efficient clamping block
is its speed in building up and reducing
clamping force.

The reusable crate –
long service life and many transport
cycles
Application features:
– Raw material, usually HDPE (with a
high percentage of recycled materials)
– Wall thickness up to twice as thick as
that of disposable crates
– Stackable and/or nestable, easy to
clean
– Dimensionally stable, even under a full
load and when handled without care
Machine technology requirements:
– High plasticizing output and uniform
mixing performance when homogenizing material and dye
Stable, permanently precise mold
platens guarantee the highest possible
part quality.
Excellent stiffness is ensured through
the cast-optimized mold fixing platens
with a rib structure. The rigid central
node, the diagonal ribs and the large
distances between the tiebars permit
the installation of small, medium-sized
and large molds. Thanks to the coherent
overall concept of the GX clamping unit
comprising platens, a clamping bed and
GuideX, all occurring forces are ideally
distributed. Your molds are therefore permanently protected.
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User-friendly arrangement of
water connections in a compact
installation area increases
accessibility to GX machines

Your advantages:
– Short cycles thanks to the best machine dynamics, shortest dry cycles (thanks to GearX), and short process and plasticizing
times
– Reduced production installation area thanks to two-platen technology and optimized part discharge below the clamping unit
– Uniformly high plasticizing rates with high-performance screws and ultra-resistant coating

Thanks to their excellent dynamics, GX series machines are ideal for high-speed transport packaging

Space-saving crate discharge below the
standard clamping unit bed for crate heights
up to 500 mm
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Logistics / large packaging
Beverage and system crates

Solutions for beverage crates and system boxes
First-class product quality – always reproducible
KraussMaffei machines for beverage crate and stackable crates feature inexpensive production,
maximum stability and outstanding product quality.

Big players in the beverage industry rely on
solutions from KraussMaffei

The beverage crate – uniform first-class
appearance

The system box – flexible, modular,
reusable and stable

Application features:
– HDPE, weight of 2-3 kg with a high
percentage of recycled materials,
which are usually segregated due to
the closed circulation
– First-class surface quality, dimensionally stable, resistant
– Intelligent ribbing and cavities to
reduce weight

Application features:
– HDPE raw material with some recycled
materials
– Low weight and high stability
– Minimized intermediate storage and
transport costs because the crates can
be stacked at the distributor’s or end
customer’s facility
– Precise dimensional stability for seamless assembly injection molding and
easy assembly and disassembly by the
end customer
– Ribbing and cavities to reduce weight

Machine technology requirements:
– Complex mold technology, partly projecting molds
– Uniformly flawless homogenization of
the mixture of new resins / additives /
recycled materials in short process
times with parallel movements

Stackable crates: Reliable production thanks
to system integration with in-house automation

Machine technology requirements:
– Complex mold technology, some projecting molds
– Some automation necessary (fully
automated assembly injection molding –
assembly of the individual components
to build a complete stackable crate)

Your advantages:
– Highly efficient machine technology enables specific energy consumption of just
0.389 kWh/kg
– Less is more: HPS screw geometry enables up to 40% higher output rates (at a
diameter of 115 mm) without requiring an electric screw drive
– Exemplary clamping dynamics ensure short cycle times
– High platen parallelism ensures error-free demolding thanks to GuideX
– Operation with all technology always in view: Full integration of in-house automation
allows simple operation of the injection molding machines and automation from all
sides of the machine using joint operating tablets.
– Simple integration of complex, customized and fully automatic assembly stations
with concepts such as locked side wall concepts, thanks to in-house automation.
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The HPS barrier screw – simply unbeatable
Higher material throughputs in shorter process times
Plasticization with the HPS barrier screw is faster, gentler and
more efficient, and – to top it
all off – it reduces investment
costs. It is available with plasticizing units from SP6100 up to
SP101000, and is already supplied
as a standard in plasticizing units
greater than SP24500 and later.
The HPS screw is the ideal tool
for logistic applications or applications processed with a high
percentage of recycled materials.

The screw geometry makes all the
difference
The difference in screw geometries constitutes the main distinction between a HPS
barrier screw and a standard screw. While
the conventional three-zone screw has a
single-flight design, the HPS barrier screw
offers a double-flight design. The melt is
guided towards the front through two channels as a result.

produced using this method are of higher
quality and boast better mechanical properties.
Your advantages:
– 16% faster plasticizing times
– 27% higher plasticizing output
– 10% fewer masterbatches
– 5% more output

The intelligent design of the HPS b
 arrier
screw provides it with a first-class,
streak-free surface with low back pressure. Additives are distributed more
uniformly in the resin than with conventional barrier screws. The applications

Overview: cycle time breakdown with Ø 115 mm HPS barrier screw

Cycle time

31.58 s

Mold closing

3.21 s

Move locking plate in

0.25 s

Build-up of clamping
force

0.50 s

Injection

3.10 s

Holding pressure

7.00 s

Deco 1

2.50 s

Plasticizing

9.30 s

Deco 2

1.00 s

Cooling

14.50 s

Build-up of clamping
force

The HPS screw ensures extremely high
plasticizing performance

1.12 s

Move locking plate out 0.47 s
Mold opening

HPS barrier screw
tc = 31.58 s

3.02 s

1

38
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Logistics / large packaging
Pallets and pallet boxes

Solutions for pallets and pallet boxes
Manufacturing complex products quickly and reliably
Large-volume components are produced on MX series machines, one of the most successful injection molding machine series in the world. They offer high performance and, thanks to the large mold
area, provide immense flexibility that customers deeply appreciate.
Pallets and pallet boxes – a long service
life and uniform load capacity

Excellent demolding of all geometries ensures
that production of pallets with constant part
characteristics

KraussMaffei machines produce both one-piece
and multi-piece pallet boxes in short cycles

Application features:
– PE/PP/HDPE materials – with the
highest possible quantities of recycled
materials
– Low weight and high stability, reducing
transport costs
– Long service life, meaning many
transport cycles
– Easy to clean, potentially usable as
hygienic pallets in the food industry
– Intelligent ribbing enables high static
and dynamic load capacities
Machine technology requirements:
– Complex mold technology
– Projecting molds
– Automation necessary (fully automated
assembly injection molding)
– Optional downstream equipment,
depending on pallet type
– Seamless integration of peripheral
equipment
The MX series: More speed and reliability
Build-up of clamping force
The special pressure pads of the MX
series allow clamping forces to be built
up very quickly, and the pads always
position exactly. The clamping force is
built up at precisely the same time on
all four tiebars.

Dynamically optimized sliding shoes offer the
best possible mold protection

Short locking times
The hydro-mechanical fourfold locking
on the tiebars is carried out by saw-tooth
shaped elements behind the moving
platen which mesh together. It is designed
for very short locking times combined with
precise positioning. The friction-optimized
combination of brass and steel ensures
maximum service life.
Complete systems for pallet production
Upon request, KraussMaffei configures
complete turnkey systems with:
– Material feed
– Mold
– Demolding, quality control and deposit
– Assembly, pallet welding system
– Stack handling, palletizer
– Printing
Your advantages:
– Complete turnkey systems from a
single partner
– High platen parallelism
– Short dry cycle times
– Larger mold area
– Easy accessibility
– Consistent filling behavior despite
batch fluctuations in resin
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KraussMaffei optionally offers complete
systems including everything from
automation to pallet weldings systems
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Logistics / large packaging
Transport and storage containers

Solutions for transport and storage containers
Uniformly high shot weights and perfect product
quality in fast cycles

Thin-walled, large containers
such as recycling bins and
buckets place high demands
on process engineering.
This is the exact starting
point, where systems from
KraussMaffei offer you a
competitive edge.

Transport and storage containers –
high process engineering requirements
Application features:
– Consistent product properties while
processing various materials
– Thin-wall technology, reducing material
costs
– Closed surfaces for easy cleaning
(prevents the formation of bacteria
in dirt traps)

Machine technology requirements:
– Extremely heavy molds, often with large
cores and large demolding strokes
– Absolute platen parallelism for a
secure, tilt-free positive fit, ensuring
a long service life for molds
– Fastest possible provision of high shot
weights up to 30 kg
– Fast injection speeds due to thin walls
and long flow paths
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High material throughput in short cycles
thanks to HPS screws
KraussMaffei screws are ideal for logistic
applications. The screw geometry is
optimized for high plasticizing rates, even
at low revolution speeds. The outstanding
shearing effect ensures excellent plasticizing of hard-to-process plastics. This
ensures that the melt provision is done
in almost no time for a wide variety of
plastics.
Precise and fast – the MX clamping unit
The MX clamping unit is designed for
very short locking times combined with
precise positioning. The even application
of force through progressive tooth flank
play and the friction-optimized material
combination of brass and steel together
ensure maximum service life. This allows
precise movements to be executed, even
during fast cycles.

Thin-walled yet dimensionally stable – waste
container

APC for reduced product costs and a
higher yield of OK parts
The patented APC function is comparable
to the speed control function in vehicles
(cruise control). Similarly, APC keeps
the weight of the finished part specified
by the mold setter consistent during
ongoing production, even when parameters change due to outside factors. This
makes the entire process more robust,
and you benefit from uniform component quality and an increased yield of OK
parts.
Large-scale multi-component injection
molding that reduces material costs
KraussMaffei offers exclusive sandwich
solutions for extremely high shot weights
(>SP 33000). This enables the use of
affordable recycled materials in the center of the container. Depending on the
article design, this can reduce material
costs significantly while still maintaining
the same design and complying with all
specifications.

Solid clamping platens on MX machines ensure
maximum platen parallelism

Your advantages:
– High platen parallelism thanks to a
solid, FEM-optimized cast plate and
solid sliding shoes
– High plasticizing performance and
uniform homogenization for a wide
variety of materials thanks to innovative
screw expertise
– Uniform mold filling for various material batches thanks to APC, resulting
in a higher yield of OK parts
– Extensive application expertise with
patented in-house developments
for solutions related to sandwich
technology and plasticization through
degassing
– Minimization of rejects

Molds are protected in every position thanks to
the guided tiebars.
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Logistics / large packaging
Reference

Sector: Logistics / Packaging

Precision on a large scale
MXH 5500-75000/75000

Application:
Large waste disposal containers with
capacities from 660 to 1,100 l
– Number of cavities: 1
– Shot weight: max. 33000 g
– Material: HDPE

With a clamping force of 5500 t, the MXH 5500 is an absolute
benchmark in the world of large injection molding machines.
Along with another large machine, an MXH 4500, it produces large-
volume waste disposal containers at a major disposal specialist.

Machine details:
MXH 5500-75000/75000
– Clamping force: 5500 t
– Two parallel injection units
(SP75000 + SP75000)
– Screw diameter: 215 mm
– Demolding: LRX1000
(X stroke of 3000 mm)

The reasons behind investment were the purchase of new molds and, in doing so,
expanding capacity and attaining the aim of greater flexibility in manufacturing.
As regards the design and implementation of the new large machines for the customer, the KraussMaffei Design Engineering department worked closely together
with the people responsible on the customer’s side, resulting in a successful system
solution. The large machines are designed for particularly high clamping forces and
achieve the required high locking forces of 4500 and 5500 t respectively.

Requirements:
The manufacturing of large volume
waste disposal containers requires the
use of large molds. The large design
dimensions and the long flow distances
necessitate high clamping forces.

In addition to the technical advantages of the MX series, the machine features a number of impressive details. These include the solid design of machine bed and the mold
fixing platens as well as the lengthened and widened sliding shoes. A further pluspoint is the guidance of the tiebars in the movable mold platen over the entire opening
width of the locking unit – the ideal prerequisite for safe handling of the molds, which
can weigh up to 150 t each.

Overview

Customized solution:
– HPS barrier screw
(High Performance Screw)
– Large platens (H x V)
2500 x 2500 mm
– Hydr., adaptive mold clamping system
– Mold weight: up to 150 t

“The new KraussMaffei machines offer us
the best option for meeting our requirements
for high locking forces.”
(customer’s executive management)

Benefits:
– Compact, hydromechanical two-platen
clamping unit
– High melt quality and constant shot
weight thanks to HPS screw
– Optimal melt and pressure distribution
due to parallel injection layout

Colorful variety: Large volume waste disposal
containers in a variety of shapes and colors are
produced on the MXH 5500.

The custom solution allows safe handling of the
molds, which can weigh up to 150 t.
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Record-breaking machine: with a clamping
force of 5500 t, the MXH 5500 is the largest
KraussMaffei injection molding machine in
the world.
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Logistics / large package
APC (adaptive process control)

Cruise control for your injection molding processes
APC keeps processes stable
APC operates in a similar way to cruise control for vehicles. Cruise control systems automatically control the supply of fuel to the engine so that the vehicle does not drop below or exceed a
speed defined by the driver, even in changing road and wind conditions. The speed of the vehicle
remains constant, even if outside conditions change.

Similarly, APC keeps the weight of the
finished part specified by the mold setter consistent during ongoing production, even if the parameters parameters
change due to outside factors. Therefore, you and the entire process benefit
from consistent component quality.

Consistent speed =
robust process

Process Control
by

APC

Consistent speed on a horizontal segment

APC = cruise control for the machine
The mold setter configures the ideal process.
APC detects deviations and continuously changes
the actual status back to the target status.
All faults are eliminated and you retain consistently high end product quality.

Consistent speed on a slope

Fluctuations in viscosity and the ramifications

Viscosity: MFI 11
Viscosity: MFI 19

700

Injection

Holding pressure

30

Melt pressure

600

25

500
400

20

300
15

200
100

10

0
-100

APC ensures uniform filling behavior in each
individual shot, no matter what the viscosity is

Time (s) 2.0

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

Screw position (mm)

Viscosity: MFI 6

800

Melt and mold cavity pressure (bar)

Even when there are viscosity fluctuations in various recycled material 
mixtures or batch changes, APC guarantees fully automated, actively regulated
filling behavior in the cavity, minimizing
flashing or sunk spots shot by shot.
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Revolutionize your manufacturing process
Advantages that speak for themselves
Easy handling
The demands placed on modern manufacturing are constantly increasing:
it must be flexible and as cost-effective
as possible. Therefore, downtimes,
lengthy start-ups and fluctuations in production must be reduced to a minimum.
The APC system enables the user to start
up machines faster and rely on a stable
process – regardless of potential interference factors.

Saving energy and shortening cycle
times
To produce as little scrap as possible,
it is normal practice to configure process settings with process reserves.
This is actually not necessary. Avoidable
increases in cycle times and excessive
temperatures are a waste of resources.
With APC, you can always execute optimum processes with low energy consumption and excellent cycle times.

Your advantages:
– Lower downtime costs
– Lower setup costs
– Simplified operation and quicker
machine start-up
– Significantly lower energy costs
– Increased production output

Cutting costs with APC
kg/h
Material
throughput

kg/h

kg/h

Rejects

Rejects

OK parts

OK parts

Saving

OK parts
€/p

Material price
with recycled
material

Material price
with recycled
material

Material price
with recycled
material

Material price
of new goods

Material price
of new goods

Material price
of new goods

Costs without APC
Cutting costs and boosting margins presents
operational challenges to every business.

Cutting material costs
With APC you can increase the proportion
of recyclate used much more easily, and thus
reduce material costs.

Your advantages:
– Enormous cost reduction potential
– Easy use of a significantly higher proportion of recyclate

Reduce scrap with APC
You will waste substantially less scrap material
and have completely new opportunities to save
on additional costs.
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Logistics / large packaging
Control system

Usability is our top priority
The new MC6 control system with SplitScreen
technology, ProcessDesigner and Eco function
With innovative features such as
SplitScreen technology, the MC6
control system offers you greater
convenience and usability
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Do you have the most energy-
efficient machine setting?
Always! – Simply press the
Eco button

The new MC6 control system
meets all of your usability needs.
Whether you are working with a
KraussMaffei control system for the first
time or you are accustomed to its MC5
predecessor – MC6 technology is so intuitively accessible that you will work better
and more efficiently than ever before.
Everything in sight – thanks to the new
SplitScreen technology
SplitScreen technology is one of the special highlights of the MC6: Thanks to the
split-screen display, you can see the most
important production processes simultaneously. In parallel with the actual value
cycles, you can control, for example, the
injection process.
Clarity thanks to the ProcessDesigner
tool
The integrated ProcessDesigner tool
provides a clear visual presentation of
all current processes and enables you
to modify them, depending on requirements, by means of simple drag-anddrop movements or swiping movements.
Destination reached with just two taps –
with a drop-down menu and a favorites
bar
To ensure that handling the control unit
is as user-friendly as possible, deeper
navigation levels have generally been
avoided with the MC6. Based on the credo
“reaching the destination as quickly as
possible”, a clear overall concept with
individually configurable favorites bars is
produced. In order to guarantee optimum
use, the machine keypad only provides
the keys which can be selected in regard
to the operating states of the machine. Our

user-friendly principle is rounded off by a
special field for selecting systems. You can
therefore directly select all components of
the machine up to automation and technology.
Go Eco! Energy efficiency at the push of
a button
In keeping with our overall energy-
efficient design, the MC6 control system
has an “Eco button”. This allows you
to configure the machine in the most
energy-efficient manner at the touch of
a button.
Intelligent user profiles
Thanks to standardized role profiles – from
the machine operator and mold setter
through to the production manager –
you can assign different authorizations
quickly and easily. Of course, you can
also create additional hierarchy levels
and assign individual rights to users.
Another feature of the MC6 is the resistive
dual-touch function which also allows
the screen to be operated by a person
wearing gloves. With the Windows 7
Embedded operating system, the MC6 is
ideally equipped for today's technologies
and those in future. The MC6 control system can be ordered in more than 30 languages. And best of all: Every feature is
available not only with the control system,
but also on the handheld unit.
Your advantages:
– User-friendly function principle
– Simple process control thanks to
SplitScreen and ProcessDesigner
– Clear structures
– Standardized user administration
– Two-way operation of automation
and machine possible

You can operate the automation both from the
handheld pendant and from the injection molding machine. And, with the MC6, even reverse
operation of the injection molding machine is
easy from the robot's hand-operated console.
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Logistics / large packaging
Further information

Further information
which might also interest you
Are you looking for a suitable
automation solution for your
injection molding machines or
do you want more information
about our core competence,
plasticizing and APC?
You can read more here:
– Linear robots in the LRX/LRX-S
series: Basic modules for economic
production cells
– IR series industrial robots:
flexible basic components for cost-
effective manufacturing cells
– The perfect plasticizing system –
satisfy complex requirements
– APC
You can find our brochures and flyers
on other topics online at:
www.kraussmaffei.com. On request,
we would also be happy to send you
information and technical data for our
products free of charge.
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KraussMaffei
A strong brand in a unique global group
Cross-technology system and
process solutions
Whether in Injection Molding, Reaction
Process Machinery or Automation – the
KraussMaffei brand stands for pioneering and cross-technology system and
process solutions in plastics processing
worldwide. For decades, our expertise,
innovative ability and passionate commitment to plastics engineering have been
your competitive edge. As a cross-industry system provider, we offer you modular
and standardized systems as well as
solutions customized to your needs.

There for you around the world
With our worldwide sales and service
network, we offer our international
customers an excellent basis for a
successful business relationship. Due
to the close proximity to our customers,
we are able to answer your individual
inquiries very quickly. We work out the
best possible technical and economical
solution for your product and production
requirements together with you. Test our
machine technology for your applications
and let our experts put together an individualized service package for you.

KraussMaffei Group
Comprehensive expertise

Individualized service
Our employees from customer service,
application technology and service help
you with your questions and needs on
every topic dealing with machines, systems and processes – around the globe,
quickly and with a high level of expertise.
We have developed an extensive customized service spectrum with our lifecycle
design, which accompanies you throughout the entire lifecycle of your machines
and systems. Take advantage of the personal interaction and flexibility we offer
in our practically oriented seminars.
We carry out customer-specific trainings
either at your location or at our sales and
service locations.
You can find additional information about
KraussMaffei at: www.kraussmaffei.com

Unique selling proposition Technology3
The KraussMaffei Group is the only provider in the world to possess the essential machine technologies for plastics and
rubber processing with its KraussMaffei,
KraussMaffei Berstorff and Netstal
brands: Injection Molding Machinery,
Automation, Reaction Process Machinery
and Extrusion Technology.
The group is represented internationally
with more than 30 subsidiaries and over
ten production plants as well as about
570 commercial and service partners.
This is what makes us your highly skilled
and integrated partner. Use our comprehensive and unique expertise in the
industry.
You can find additional information at:
www.kraussmaffeigroup.com

The KraussMaffei Group has a global presence.
Countries with subsidiaries are marked in dark blue.
In the white-colored regions, the Group is represented
by over 570 sales and service partners.

PACKed with performance
Solutions for the logistics and
packaging industry

The machines from the GX and MX series provide a
reliable foundation for your manufacturing process.
Together with you, we continue to work on improving
them.
The highlights of the logistics / large packaging
solutions at a glance:
– Short cycles with the fastest clamping and
locking movement
– Screw geometries for gentle plasticizing at
high throughputs
– Simple operation with the innovative MC6
control system
– Consistently high quality component production
with adaptive process control (APC)
– Complete systems from a single contract
partner

www.kraussmaffei.com
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Benefit from our innovative machine system for the
logistics and packaging industry. KraussMaffei has
many years of expertise and offers production concepts
with outstanding quality and continuous flexibility for
all types of packaging.

